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This conference commemorates the 10th anniversary of the Joint Verification Experiment. The experiment was
performed in order to specify methods controlling yield of underground explosions in the USA and the USSR. This is a
unique event in the after-war history of the two countries. American and Soviet scientists spent several months at Ne-
vada and Semipalatinsk test-sites in the course of preparation and conduction of these two explosions. Seismic signal of
these explosions flew over the whole Globe as a harbinger of a new era of mankind on the way to the world without
nuclear weapons. A signal of hope!

This was a common and a real contribution of the scientists from both countries into the biggest problem of the
XX century, into the problem of reducing the level of nuclear confrontation. For reaching this aim a direct specialists'
communication is very much important. Yes, communication and once again communication makes the people of our
Earth closer. When there are so many nuclear weapons in the world this world becomes very brittle as a piece of ice in
spring — one careless move can break it. We all welcome the activity of the two nuclear powers on reducing their nu-
clear arsenals. Still there are many underwater stones and swirls of politics in the way. I'm sure that the basic result of
the experiment is not the tested procedures and measures of verification. This result is human communication with
American nuclear physicists. We all are children of our Earth, children of one Creator of the beautiful and endless world
where our life is a moment of eternity. That is why we should protect our planet for future generations. The world must
not be at the edge of a gap!

On the way to Peace without nuclear weapons the threat of which is realized long ago, there were several stages.
At the end of 40-s and at the beginning of 50-s there appeared suggestions of banning development and application of
such a kind of weapon. There were temporary nuclear test moratoriums. In 1963 multilateral Treaty banning tests in
three environments - in the atmosphere, space and in water. Later the USA and the USSR signed Agreement on limiting
strategic nuclear arms according to stages SNB-1, SNB-2 and further to SNB-3.

Soviet - American verification experiment takes a special place among nuclear tests of the USSR and the USA.
This is the only case of nuclear tests aiming at limiting nuclear rivalry and that were conducted within cooperatively
developed idea and program.

Under the experiment in 1988 at Nevada test site (17 August) and at Semipalatinsk test site (14 September) two
underground nuclear tests called Kyrsardge and Shagan were conducted.

Each nuclear test is a complex work including different technologies on providing with guaranteed reliable nu-
clear test safety, reliable work of all the components of automatics providing with charge actuation, diagnostic and
protection systems actuation, control and registering. No wonder that when end purposes were up to be coming the
ways of technological decisions happened to be different of both parts.

In the experiment, first, it was supposed to work out ways of interfacing and synchronization that provide with
working capacity of controlling and receiving parties. It was necessary to take into consideration technologies of pro-
viding with safety of work and commands remotely controlling diagnostic equipment ("field" commands), differences
of work arrangement and communication means.

Apart from these technical tasks the experiment aimed at the main target. This was the task of checking the sug-
gested improved means of verification of keeping 150-kt threshold (trinitrotoluene equivalent) limiting nuclear power
of a test.

Initially the suggested control means included two components: hydrodynamic method of measuring a test yield
(US proposal), seismic yield measurements with the help of additional specified stations located on the territory of the
party controlled (Soviet proposal).

Each party thought that it's enough to accept only its proposal. These points of view based on the experience of
each party and this experience was not very familiar to the other. The best way of checking was to perform a full-scale
experiment in the course of which each party could have better possibilities to work, prepare, calibrate and check the
equipment, wider opportunities for researches that in the course of the future verification.
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